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We hope your New Year is off to a pawesome start! This new year came with the addition of two

new dog breeds! The American Kennel Club recently announced that they were adding them into

its registry, bringing the total number of ACK breeds to 199. This year, the Mudi dog breed and

the Russian Toy breed are allowed to compete in the best dog shows across the US, including

ACK’s annual championship.

The Mudi descended from a line of Hungarian sheepdogs before it caught the attention

of a museum director, who named it in 1930. The Mudi is medium-sized, shaggy,

vigorous, hardworking, and versatile. Therefore, it is used to herd sheep, compete in

canine sports, hunt dogs, and snag rats. Apart from the breed’s fine quality, it is

perceptive and brilliant.

The Russian Toy is a lively, small-sized dog with Russian roots. The Russian Toy gained

popularity after it won the attention of wealthy Russian landlords more than 400 years

ago. According to ACK officials, the breed loves interacting with humans, making it a



favorable companion. Russian Toy breeds weigh about 2.7kgs and have a perky

expression, leggy silhouette, and lively demeanor.

The Mudi will compete under the herding group, while the Russian Toy will compete

under the Toy Group. However, their recognition will encourage individuals to research

new dog breeds to fit their lifestyles.

Best 3 Health & Wellness Apps for Pets 2022
With Valentine’s Day just around the corner, we wanted to let you guys in on a few apps for your

furry friend's health and wellness. Caring for your pet so that they can live a long, happy, and

fulfilling life is the best way to show your love.

Pet First Aid

Pet First Aid by the American Red Cross is a highly recommended dog app that prepares you for

all kinds of pet emergencies. The app is equipped with versatile features that expose you to

educational videos, lessons, quizzes, and a comprehensive guide to help take care of your dog

during stressful situations. Learn how to make a pet first aid kit HERE.

VitusVet

VitusVet is a free service application that allows you to store all your pets’ medical data in one

place. The application also allows saving information about vaccines, insurance, microchips,
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and medications. As a result, it can help vets quickly diagnose your pet’s condition and

recommend the appropriate medication in case of issues. Moreover, you can invite other people

to view the information for enhanced communication and responsibility.

Vet-On-Demand

Vet-On-Demand is one of the best pet owner apps on the market because it leverages

technology to ensure your pet’s health and wellness. You can use the application to

communicate with specialists who are miles away and allow them to assess your pet’s

condition. As a result, it helps you decide whether you should visit a vet or not.

Pets are prone to various diseases that can affect their mood and behavior. These pet-care

apps, however, can significantly diminish your worries in stressful situations. Check out some of

these apps to help effectively cater to your pet’s health needs.

Read More Pet News & Articles

4 High-End Fashion Brands That Offer Dog Clothes
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There is no reason why man’s best friend shouldn’t be just as stylish as their owners! While

many people dress up their dogs to shelter them from extreme cold or heat, dog clothes have

become a pop-culture trend. Thus, it’s encouraged fashion industry giants to venture into

designing and producing luxury pet clothing.

The following is a list of four high-end fashion brands that offer dog clothing.

Adidas

This is a well-known sports clothing brand with some of the

most admired products on the market. However, Adidas

recently started producing dog hoods with an intriguing logo

to make your dog look like a star. Adidas dog hoodies range

from $15 to $30 depending on the design. Moreover, they

come in various colors with a little twist on the logo, to read

Adidog.

Ellen DeGeneres

As a famous TV personality and designer, well known for her

home décor and designer clothes, it was only natural to add

pet clothes to the mix. Ellen Degeneres makes cute puppy

bow ties, unique shirts, and striped tees. Don’t get salty if your

puppy ends up looking cooler than you! Small sizes cost about $17.99, but prices vary with size.

Ralph Lauren
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Ralph Lauren is a famous American clothing line, well-known for its polo brand and high-quality

clothes. However, they are also producers of brilliant high-end dog clothes on the market. Ralph

Laurens dog fashion label specializes in pup vests, Tuttle neck

cashmere blends, and collared T-shirts, with timeless designs. The

wool-down dog vest is currently its most popular product, going for

about $40 to $150, depending on the size.

Max-Bone

Max-Bone is a popular dog fashion label among celebrities

because of its unique collection of dog clothes and products that

match personal style. The designer brand has everything your dog

needs, including carrier bags, blankets, pup jumpers, jackets,

sweaters, and vests. All Max-Bone have specific prices but they are

affordable.
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